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Re-Design and Gamiﬁcation Study
Research Goals
1. Updating eWhiteboard features to meet user needs
2. Understand target users’ goals and pain points with the current product
3. Pinpoint ways in which eWhiteboard can result in better agent performance

Methodology
1. Secondary Research
⁃

Market research: Gathering published articles and studies that can provide further insights

⁃

Competitive analysis: High-level overview of what currently exists on the market and their
primary features

2. Primary Research
⁃

User interviews: 1-on-1 verbal interviews with users at all levels of collections. Interviews will
be recorded and transcribed

3. Research Synthesis
⁃

Empathy map: Gathering data points from each interview to understand the mindset of the
average user

⁃

User personas: Proﬁles of the average user at all levels based on empathy map insights. This
can be used to further understand the target users’ needs, goals, and frustrations

⁃

Insights and recommendations: Product and workplace insights based on patterns seen in
data, as well as recommended improvements for eWhiteboard
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Existing data trends and insights
Exploratory research on the topic was broken down into 4 sections:
•
•
•
•

Agent behavior
Management behavior
Sales productivity best practices
Gamiﬁciation best practices
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Gamiﬁcation Study
Competition’s Negative Eﬀects
•

Discourages reps from being team players

•

Creates favoritism towards top performers by leadership (exacerbated by leaderboards)

•

Shifts focus from company goals to the competition

•

Emphasis on beating past numbers instead of breaking new ground

•

Inability to keep up results in only 60% of eﬀort by standard rep

Why Gamiﬁcation Works
•

Combats apathy and lack of motivation by creating consistent, ever-present goals

•

Creates an environment of team collaboration and friendly competition

•

Incorporates team goals, not just individual goals

•

Creates a transparent environment to see other’s metrics and understand rewards

•

Publicly displayed achievements create greater motivation

•

Traditional incentives only motivate 20% of agents, who then become the focus of success

⁃

Gamiﬁcation motivate the entire team

Best Practices
•

Game should be centered around the motivations of the agent

•

Identify which steps are crucial to closing deals

•

Create challenges that are attainable by employees

⁃

ex. pitting two similarly performing reps against each other

•

Broadcast winning behavior, not just winning results

⁃

ex. showcase how a rep helped another close a deal on a leaderboard

•

Transparent progress and performance metrics

•

Speciﬁc, not ambiguous, goals

•

Focus should be on goals of the business, not on the game itself

•

Diversity in rewards

Potential Gamiﬁcation Features
1. Agents should be able to lose points as well as gain them
2. Badges should be reserved for subject mastery or long-standing achievements
3. A social channel where agents can congratulate and help each other
4. Include visual representations of metrics
⁃

ex. progress bars

5. Add bonuses for hitting certain targets
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Competitve Feature Comparison
Results from analysing current gamiﬁcation and leaderboard products on market
•
•
•
•
•

Hurrah! Leaderboards
Motivation Engine
Gameﬀective
Arcade
Hoopla
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Interview Goals
Research Objectives
1. Interview:
⁃

users of diﬀerent levels

⁃

users of diﬀerent years of experience

2. Understand:
⁃

goals and pain points of eWhiteboard

⁃

workplace relationships and systems

⁃

role needs and frustrations

Participant Proﬁle Summary
Gender (Male or Female)

9

Average Work History

1

Food service
industry

Friends or
family

Occupations

6
2
2

Introduction to Collections

Education Levels

AGENTS
10 total participants with agent experience

3
4
3

MANAGERS
5 total participants with management or supervisor experience
EXECUTIVES
1 internal director, 1 external director

HIGH SCHOOL

SOME COLLEGE

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

Age: 25-46

20

*Average: 33.5

50

Years of experience: 2-23

0

*Average: 9.15 years

25
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Collections Agent Interview Script
Demographics
1. Age
2. Education Level
3. Current postion
4. Years of experience in the industry
5. Prior work history/background

Experience
1. Walk me brieﬂy through your current work day.
⁃

Who do you interact with, how do you conduct your work, what tools do you use, etc.

2. How do you measure success in your role?
3. What tools (if any) do you use to see your performance?
4. How important is success to you?
5. What keeps you motivated to do well? What contributes to lack of motivation?
6. Tell me about how you interact with your teammates/coworkers.
⁃

Tell me about a positive experience, a negative experience.

7. Do you prefer to work as an individual? Within a team?
8. Do you ever engage in competition with other agents?
9. What goals are you hoping to achieve in your role by the end of this week? month? year?
10. How important is the company’s sucess to you? How does it aﬀect your approach to your job?
11. How do company goals aﬀect your own goals as an agent?

eWhiteboard
1. How often do you use eWhiteboard? For what purposes?
2. Which features do you use the most often?
3. What is your overall experience with eWhiteboard (positive or negative)?
4. What is your favorite feature? Least favorite feature?
5. In what ways does it help you do your job?
6. What is your experience with trying to use and understand the data in eWhiteboard. Is it easy to
analyze? Diﬃcult?
7. Have you ever used a similar software? How does it compare?
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Manager and Supervisor Interview Script
Demographics
1. Age
2. Education Level
3. Current postion
4. Years of experience in the industry
5. Prior work history/background

Experience
1. Walk me brieﬂy through your current work day.
⁃

Who do you interact with, how do you conduct your work, what tools do you use, etc.

2. How do you measure success in your role?
3. How do you measure your employees/teammates success?
4. What tools (if any) do you use to see your performance? Employees performance?
5. How important is success to you?
6. What keeps you motivated to do well? What contributes to lack of motivation?
⁃

How do you foster motivation for your teammates/employess?

7. Tell me about how you interact with your teammates/employees.
⁃

Tell me about a positive experience, a negative experience.

8. Do you prefer to work as an individual? Within a team?
9. What goals are you hoping to achieve in your role by the end of this week? month? year?
10. What goals are you hoping your team achieves?
⁃

How do you help them achieve it? Tactics? Tools?

⁃

Do you ever foster competition within your team?

11. How important is the company’s sucess to you? How does it aﬀect your approach to your job?
12. How do company goals aﬀect your own goals as an Manager/Supervisor?

eWhiteboard
1. How often do you use eWhiteboard? For what purposes?
2. Which features do you use the most often?
3. What is your overall experience with eWhiteboard (positive or negative)?
4. What is your favorite feature? Least favorite feature?
5. In what ways does it help you do your job?
6. Have you ever used a similar software? How does it compare?
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Executive Interview Script
Demographics
1. Age
2. Education Level
3. Current postion
4. Years of experience in the industry
5. Prior work history/background

Experience
1. Walk me brieﬂy through your current work day.
2. Who do you interact with, how do you conduct your work, what tools do you use, etc.
3. What metrics do you use to measure business success?
4. How do you measure your employees’ success?
5. What tools (if any) do you use to see employees performance?
6. What keeps you motivated to do well? What contributes to lack of motivation?
7. How do you foster motivation for your teammates/employess?
8. Tell me about how you interact with your direct reports
⁃

Tell me about a positive experience, a negative experience.

9. What business goals goals are you hoping to achieve by the end of this week? month? year?
10. What goals are you hoping your teams achieve?
⁃

How do you help them achieve it? Tactics? Tools?

11. Do you ever foster competition within your agents?
12. How do you determine company goals?
13. Who do you make company-wide decisions with? What factors do you consider?
14. Tell me about the last time you implemented a new proces.

eWhiteboard
1. How often do you use eWhiteboard? For what purposes?
2. Which features do you use the most often?
3. What is your overall experience with eWhiteboard (positive or negative)?
4. What is your favorite feature? Least favorite feature?
5. In what ways does it help you do your job?
6. Have you ever used a similar software? How does it compare?
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Agent Persona
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Manager Persona
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Executive Persona
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High-level Insights from Primary Research
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Recommendations
Company process and eWhiteboard recommendations based on
interview insights and data.

Contest Recommendations

Team-based
•

Contests that rely on
teams working together
to meet goals (self and
management imposed)

Account-based
•

Contests focused on
agents working on the
same debt

Agent-based
•

Contests focused on
agents out-performing
past numbers

Product and Feature Recommendations

Display agents’ personal trends
•

Analysis about performance on diﬀerent accounts

•

Factor breakdown of their high achievement days and months

•

Factor breakdown of their low achievement days and months

Display company and team trends
•

Analysis on what months are historically high-performing

•

Analysis on what months are historically low-performing

Implement “call notes”
•

Ability to leave informational notes about calls picked up for other agents

•

Ability to leave informational notes about deals closed by other agents

•

Ability to give recommendations on how to handle accounts

•

Insights on which agents picked up another’s call or deal
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Recommendations
Company process and eWhiteboard recommendations based on
interview insights and data.

Product and Feature Recommendations

Implement “motivators” to oﬀset discouragement on slow days
•

Notiﬁcations for agents to switch gears after unsuccessful
patterns of behavior

•

Notiﬁcations for agents to switch tasks after a few hours (on
low-performing days)

Creation of a “community space”
•

Internal messaging system for motivational messages from other
teammates, tips, and sense of community

•

Shoutouts that allow agents to leave acknowledgement of positive
behavior from teammates (with non-monetary prize)

Visual analysis to supplement existing spreadsheets
•

Interactive graphs that display dynamic data for agents to compare past
metrics

•

Interactive graphs that display dynamic data for management to
compare agent performance

Knowledge center
•

Centralized location for new agents to understand methods of success

•

Articles written by managment and agents

•

Contains video and written trainings
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